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END  OF  1ST  TERM  EXAMS

ENGLISH    FOR    P.1

NAME:________________________________________________________

1. Listen  and  write  the  word.

_________________      __________________    _________________

2. Fill  in  the  missing  letters.

(a)  d___ ___r                                       (b)  bask_____t

(c)  d____ster                                       (d)  a__

3. Write  ‘a’   or  a’n’  in  the  sentences.

This is _______________book.

I  can see ______________elephant.

That  is  ___________________egg.

This  is  __________________flower.

I  have ______________orange.

4. Read  and  draw  good  pictures.

                                                       
          It  is  a  house.                                                     Here  is  a  bag.
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Those  are  boxes.                                           That  is an umbrella.
5. Write  the plural of  the underlined  words.

I  have  a  clean  cup.                         ____________________________

That  house  is  big.                                ___________________________

Juma  has  a  box.                                 ___________________________

My  grand-ma has a nice mat.           ____________________________

6. Finish  the sentences  correctly.

                                           I  can  see  an _________________________

                                           These  are  _____________________________

                                    
                                            This  is  a  ______________________________

                                            They  are  _____________________________

7. Write  the  following  in capital.

house:  ______________________                bad:  ___________________
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at :        ______________________                desk: ___________________

8. Match and write  one  big  word.

Police                                                pot

Head                                                 room

Black                                                 man

Sitting                                                master

Tea                                                    board.

9. Study the  letters  of  alphabet  and  answer  the  questions.

ABCD               EFG               HIJK               LMN                OPQ

RST                    UVW             XYZ

(a) Write  the  last  three  letters  of  alphabet.    ________________

(b) Which  letter  comes  after  letter  Q?             _______________

(c) How  many letters  make  up  the alphabet.

_______________________________________________________________
(d) Arrange  these  letters  in  alphabetical  order.
               d            b            c              a

                      _____      _____     _____        ______

10. Circle  the  correct  word.

cpc                       cup                          puc
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bag                        abg                         gab

usn                         snu                           sun

boorm                   broom                      bromo

11. Read  the poem  and  answer   the questions.

               Teacher,     teacher,    teacher
               Its   good  to  be  a  teacher
               A  teacher  uses  chalk,
               To  teach  the children.

(a) What  is  the  work  of  a  teacher.

_______________________________________________________________
(b) What  does a  teacher  use  to  teach?

A  teacher  uses _______________________to teach.

(c) Fill  in  the  missing  letters.

tea_____her                        cha___k                childr_____n

12. Complete  correctly.

My  mother  is                                                       .  She  has  red

                                  ______________  She  goes to

 

everyday.  She  teaches us ________________________.  She  is  a 
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         very  good  teacher.

 
          school,             Luganda,             teacher,         car

** The  End. **


